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1. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
1.1 LET r be a discrete group of finite virtual cohomological dimension. The purpose of 
this paper is to answer the following questions: 
1.1 .l When does I’ act freely and properly discontinuously on Iw” x S”- ’ for some m 
and n? 
1.1.2 Can the action 1 .l .l be chosen so that [w” x S" - ‘/I has the homotopy type of a 
finite complex? 
One would wish to know if iw” x S” - ’ /r can be taken to be a compact manifold: or at 
least, if there is a compact manifold X with rti (X) z I- and s” - ’ 2: 2, the universal cover. 
We do not know; we can only answer: 
1.1.3 When is there a finite Poincare complex X with n,(X) x r and S”- ’ z r? for 
some n. 
1.2 Our answers to these questions are Theorems A, B and C below. In particular, we 
prove a conjecture of C.T.C. Wall (see [23,24]): I acts freely on [w” x S” - ’ for some m and 
n iff I- is countable and the Farrell cohomology of I is periodic. This is corollary 1.4. 
Obviously, if I acts freely and properly discontinuously on [w” x s” - ’ then I must be 
countable, since [w” x S” _ ’ is a separable metric space. Moreover the Farrell cohomology 
must be periodic as can be seen from the following remarks. 
The Farrell cohomology, fi * ( -, Z), is a contravariant functor from groups to Z-graded 
algebras, defined in [lo], whenever ucd( I) < cc (see [l] and [3] for further dicussion). It 
comes with a map of graded algebras: 
di*(r; z) -&*(r; z) 
1fu~~“(~;~),n~0,andthemapuu:E?‘(~;Z)~E?’~”(~;Z)isanisomorphismfora11i 
(in other words, if u is a unit) we say k*(T; Z) is periodic with period n. 
Now, if I acts freely and properly discontinuously on any finite dimensional space 
X 1: S” - ’ then H*(T; Z) has period n or 2n depending on whether H,, _ r(X) x Z, is a 
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trivial or non trivial r-module;the periodicity unit U, is z(x) (or z (x u x) if I- acts non trivially 
on H,, _ 1 (X)), where x is the Euler class of the spherical fibration: 
X+El- x,X+Bl- 
This is proved in Lemma 4.2. 
Here is our first main result: 
1.3 THEOREM A. Let I- be a countable group with vcd( II) < GO. Let n be a positive integer, 
and x E H”( I-; Z) be any element such that t(x) is a unit in I?“( r; Z). Then r acts freely> and 
properly discontinuously on R” x Sk”- 1 for some integer k > 0 so that H * ( R” x Sk” - ’ ) is a 
trivial r-module and the Euler class of the3bration: 
[wm x skn-l-+.m- x~([w~ x skn-l)+m- 
is xk + v, where v E H * (r; Z) is a nilpotent element. 
1.4. COROLLARY. Assume ucd(r) < co. r acts freely and properly discontinuously on 
R” x s” - l for some m and n ifl I- is countable and I?* (r; Z) is periodic. 
Proof This is clear from Lemma 4.2, and Theorem A, if one remembers that for any 
element u E fi”( r; Z), uk is in Image (z), once nk 2 vcd (r). 
In our answer to question 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 above, we need to make a further assumption 
about the finite subgroups of r. We will assume: 
(*) r has only finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups and the normalizer N(H) 
of each finite subgroup H, has type F ( 00). (A group r has type F (co) if K (r, 1) has finite 
skeleta). 
Condition (*) is a mild one; it is true for any virtually nilpotent group, and any 
arithmetic group. See [8]. Moreover, a result of K. Brown ([4], Lemma 4.1 l(a), applied to 
the space &r, mentioned below) implies that for any group I- of type VFP there are only 
finitely many conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups of prime power order. 
1.5 THEOREM B. Let r be a group with vcd( r) < co and assume E?*(T; Z) is periodic. 
Assume r satisfies ( * ). Then the action of I- on R” x Sk” - ’ in theorem A can be chosen so that 
R” x Sk” l/r has the homotopy type of a jinite simplicial complex. 
Our result on actions with compact quotient is preliminary and pre-surgery theoretic. 
Here it is: 
1.6 THEOREM C. Let r be a group with ucd (r) < co. Assume r satis$es (*). The following 
are equivalent: 
(i) There is a jinite Poincarb complex X with rtl (X) z r and S” - ’ z x” for some n. 
(ii) fi* (r; Z) is periodic, and some subgroup ofjinite index in r is a PD group. 
(A group F is said to be a PD group (Poincarl Duality group) if there is an integer n such 
that H’(T; ZT) = Z for i = n and zero for i # n. This concept is introduced in [S].) 
1.7 Our method of proof is based on the proper r-complex BF introduced by Serre, in 
[19], for any group U’ such that vcd( r) < co. It is finite dimensional and (R)” is 
contractible for each finite subgroup H. (( bT)n = @ if H is infinite). We produce a r-map 
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and Hurewicz fibration x: E -+ &F such that for each cell z of bF, with isotropy group H, E(, 
is a free H-space of the homotopy type of a sphere. This space El, is obtained using [21]. 
Our ability to piece these together comes from theorems of [6] on finiteness of homotopy 
groups of equivariant versions of BF. The proof that E/F is a finitely dominated complex 
follows, then, from a result of Quillen [18]. Standard techniques then allow us to replace 
E/T by an open set of [WN, to prove Theorem A. 
We then analyze the finiteness obstruction of E/T, by comparing it with the obstruction 
to making bF a finite F-C W complex. We use the result of [S], that &F is dominated by a 
finite I-C W complex iff F satisfies condition (*). The finiteness obstruction of E/F is then 
similar to the transfer of the F-finiteness obstruction for bF, discussed in [S]. We had hoped 
that the methods of Luck, [ 141, might be applicable in computing such a transfer. We could 
not actually use Luck’s results directly, but our methods came from analyzing his carefully. 
This leads to the proof of Theorem B. 
Finally our proof of theorem C follows from our previous results, a Gysin sequence 
argument, and a result of K. Brown [2]. 
1.8 The conjecture of Wall discussed above in 1.2, is a natural stabilization of the 
positive solution to the spherical space form problem [17]: which finite groups G act freely 
on s” ‘. In this unstable case there is a well known extra condition on the finite group G: it 
can contain no more than one element of order 2. It seems to us reasonable to conjecture 
that F can not act freely with compact quotient on [w” x S” _ ’ unless each finite subgroup 
contains at most one element of order 2 (equivalently, F contains no finite dihedral groups). 
(Added in proof: we are informed by the referee that F. T. Farrell was publicly making this 
conjecture five years ago; it should bear his name.) 
F. E. A. Johnson [l l] has proved a special case of Theorem A: the case when F admits 
an exact sequence: 
1.8.1 id-,444 
where To is torsion free and G has periodic Tate cohomology. It turns out that such groups 
are rather sparse among the class of groups with I? * (r; Z) periodic. The simplest group F 
with periodic Farrell cohomology and admitting no such exact sequence is an extension of 
Z by Ll9Z. In an appendix we show this. 
The first author would like to thank Ian Hambleton for calling his attention to this 
problem during a 1984 Oberwolfach conference. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM A. 
In this section I’ is a group such that vcd( F) < c/3. The Farrell cohomology of F, 
E?“( F; L), comes with a natural map 
which is an isomorphism if n > ucd( F). fi *( F; Z) is a Z-graded ring, with identity. 
If u EG”( F; Z) is a unit, then for each finite subgroup H of F, the restriction map 
provides a unit uH = res; (u) in I?“( H; Z), the ordinary Tate cohomology of the finite group 
H. When n > 0, H”( H; Z) G f?“( H; 27) and we will frequently identify these two groups. 
2.1 According to [21], if n > 0 and H is a finite group, then any unit u~e”(H; Z) 
determines a free H-space X(u), plus a homotopy equivalence X(u) N S” - ‘, such that H 
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acts trivially on H*( X(U)), and u is the Euler class of the spherical fibration: 
X(g) + EH x HX(u) -+ BH. 
It follows that X(u)/H is finitely dominated. 
X(U) is unique in the sense that if Y is a second free H-space with chosen homotopy 
equivalence Y N S” - 1 and EH x H Y + BH also has u as its Euler class, then there is an 
orientation preserving H-homotopy equivalence X(U) 2: Y. Such a free, finitely dominated 
H-space Y is called, by us, a u-polarized space. 
More generally for the group I, let x E H”( r; Z) be such that i(x) is a unit in fi”( I; Z); 
we say an x-polari,_, space is a free I-space X and a class of homotopy equivalences 
X N s” - i, such that I acts trivially on H*(X) and the spherical fibration ET x r X -+ BI 
has Euler class x. 
Let H now be a finite group and uH E fi”( H; Z) be any unit. Let Y be a u,-polarized 
space. The space of H-homotopy self-equivalences of Y will be written FH( Y). We need the 
fact, due essentially to Becker and Schultz [6], that the low dimensional homotopy groups 
of FII( Y) are finite: 
2.2 LEMMA. Zf~~~fi”( H; Z) is a unit, and Y is a u,-polarized space, then q( FH( Y)) is 
finite for i < n - 2. 
Proof: By [6], Theorem 2.3, there is a (n - 2)-connected map 
FN( Y) -+ Q(( Y/W+). 
The classifying map Y/H + BH is (n - 1 )-connected, so the induced map 
Q((Y/W+,-Q((BW+) 
is (n - I)-connected. The KahnPriddy transfer, [ 133, yields a self map 
QIW)+)~Q(S") -Q((BW+) 
which is a Z[ l/l H I]-homotopy equivalence. So for i < n - 2: ni(FH( Y)) z rci(( BH)+), 
and n;(( BH)+ ) 0 Z [ 1 /I H I] is finite since rcf( So) is finite. But rci(( BH)+) is therefore finite, 
since it is finitely generated by Serre’s mod-C theory. Hence rci(FH( Y)) is finite for 
i<n-2. 
We also use the following well known result: 
2.3 LEMMA. Let m: FH( Y) x FH( Y) + FH( Y * Y) be the map: 
m(f,g) =f*g: Y* Y+ Y* Y 
Let O: FH( Y) -+ FH( Y * Y) be a suspension map a(f) = f * id,. Then 
m,: 71i(FH( Y)) x ni(FH( y)) + 71i(FH( Y* VI 
satisfies: m,(a, b) = a(a + b). 
A I-C W-complex is a C W-complex X on which r acts cellularly so that the stabilizer of 
each cell fixes that cell pointwise. X is called a finite r-complex if X/I is a finite CW- 
complex. If each isotropy subgroup is finite we call X a proper r-complex. In [19], Serre 
constructed a finite dimensional proper I-C W-complex, which we write &I, satisfying: 
(&I)” is a contractible for each finite subgroup H. 
We will use this I-complex now. 
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2.4 PROPOSITION. Let r be a group such that ucd(r) < co. Let XEH”( r; Z) be an 
element such that Z(X)E fi”( r; Z) is a unit. Then there is a free r-space E and a r-map 
n: E -+ &r such that: 
(i) E N Sk” - 1 for some integer k > 0, and I- acts trivially on H*(E), 
(ii) n is a Hurewiczfibration, 
(iii) The Euler class of the spherical fibration E + ET x t-E --t Br is xk + v where 
YE Hkn( r; Z) is in Ker(resL) for each finite subgroup H of I?. 
Proof Let u = l(x). We construct a spherical fibration n: E --f 8T inductively over the 
skeleta of the finite dimensional complex &I, starting in dimension 0. 
Let v be a O-cell of &I. The isotropy group I, = H, is a finite group and 
u - res; u E H”( H; Z) is a unit. Define E,, fiber of E over v, to be any u,-polarized space. 
;oig this for a complete set of orbit representatives u of the I action on (&I)‘, we then 
define E,,, to be I x HE, and rr: E,,, +Tvtobethemap:(y,e)-+y~r,if(y,e)EI~~E,. 
In this way E,(,,) 0 is constructed as a spherical fibration on (aI)“. It is a free I-space, 
and rr: E,C6r)0 + (&l’)’ is a r-map. Moreover if b E (&r)’ then the fiber E, is a u,-polarized 
space, where H = rb and uH = re&u. 
Now assume EI((sr~~l) is a free I-space and 
rr: E I((8r~~L) + (&r)s - 1 
is a I-map and a spherical fibration. Suppose also that for each point b E( &r)s - ’ with 
isotropy group K say, E, is a (u,)“-polarized space where k 2 1 satisfies: E, ‘v Sk” - I. We 
extend this fibration across (&‘r)s as follows: 
Let r be an s-cell of &?I-. Let H = r,. Then Ela, as an H-spherical fibration over a trivial 
H-space; ar, has a typical fiber which is a (u,)k-polarized space. It is therefore classified by 
an element: 
aTE7Cs-2(FH( y)) 
where Y is any (u,)~-polarized space. (Ifs = 1, rc_ I ( FH( Y)) = 0; see 2.1). In particular Ejs, 
extends H-equivariantly across r iff a, = 0. If we replace c = (E, xc, (hT)S - ‘) by 
1050.. . 0 (, its q-fold Whitney sum, then the typical fiber over any b E, & is replaced by: 
E, * E, * . . . * E, (the q-fold join) 
and a, is replaced by m,( a,, a_ . . . , a,), where: 
m: Fn( Y) x FH( Y) x . . . x FH( Y) + FH( Y* Y . * Y) 
is as in 2.3. Hence a, is replaced by q’a*(a,), by 2.3. This is 0 when q is chosen sufficiently 
big, by 2.2. So if we were to replace [ by q. i, the fibration would extend across r. We could 
then extend E across I-z by the rule: Elrr = r x HE,7. 
So we only have to show that a single integer q 2 1 will annihilate the images of each of 
these obstructions a,(a,), and this will complete the argument. 
But I is virtually torsion free, so there is an exact sequence: 
with G finite, I-,, torsion free. Each finite group H c I’ is isomorphic to a finite subgroup of 
G (underj) and fik”(H) is finite, so there are only a finite number of isomorphism classes of 
groups rc, _ 2 (FH ( Y)) as (H, uH) vary over subgroups of G and cohomology classes. We may 
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as well assume kn > s so that these groups are all finite by 2.3. So they have a common 
exponent q, namely the 1.c.m. of their order. So q. i extends over (&r)S. 
Hence we have constructed a r-spherical fibration 7~: E + &‘I- where I- acts freely on E. 
E 2: Sk” - 1 because bT is contractible. For each finite subgroup H, the Euler class of 
E+ETx,E+BH 
is res; (xk) (because E =H E, for any b in bTH). Hence the Euler class of 
E-El- x,E+BI- 
is xk + v where res; (v) = 0 for each finite group H c r. 
2.5 LEMMA. Let E be the free r-space constructed in 2.4. Assume r is countable. Then 
E/T has the homotopy type ofa countablejnite dimensional simplicial complex, and the r/ass v 
of 2.4 is nilpotent. 
Proof: (i) We show first that E/II has the homotopy type of countable simplicial 
complex. This makes use of the following result about &I-: 
2.6 LEMMA. When r is countable, 6r can be chosen as u countable,jnite dimensional, 
simplicial complex. 
The proof of 2.6 will be given immediately after the proof of 2.5 to which we now return. 
Let 7~: E -+ 6r be as in 2.4.x induces a map p: E/T + &r/T (no longer a fibration). Here 
&r/T is a countable, finite dimensional, simplicial complex, by 2.6. Let s > 0 be an integer 
and assume that p-‘(BTy-‘/T i s h omotopic to a countable complex. Let 0 be any s- 
simplex of &T/T, of orbit type H. Then H is a finite subgroup of I-, p- ’ (CT) N Y/H where Y 
is a (u,)~-polarized space, for some k; p- ’ (do) is H homotopy equivalent to Y/H x 80. 
Y/H and Y/H x Ja have the homotopy types of countable simplicial complexes of 
dimensions less than or equal to kn + s - 1. By induction, p- ’ (6T)S - l/r is homotopic to 
a countable complex. Now 
~-l(br)"/rr(p-l(br)"-'/r)uU,(~,/r, x a) 
where the coproduct is over s-cells g of &T/T, Yd is as above, and the attaching takes place 
along YJT, x 80. So p- 1 (hT)s is homotopy equivalent to a countable complex. This 
completes the proof of(i). 
(ii) Now we prove that the countable complex in (i) can be also assumed finite 
dimensional. We first show that here is an integer N so that: H i(E/T; B) = 0 for each i 2 N 
and for each U-module B. To see this we use the Gysin sequence of the spherical fibration: 
E-tEt-x,E-,BI- 
yielding: H’(ET x r E; B) c H’(T; B) sHiek”(T; B) where x = xk”+vEHk”(T; Z) is the 
Euler class. Now v is in the kernel of the map 
H*(T; Z) + & H*(H; Z) 
where the limit is over all finite subgroups of I-. By a result of Quillen (see [l], p. 286 and 
compare [18] 14.1) v is therefore nilpotent. Since z(xk) is a unit, it follows that z(xk + v) is 
a unit of fi*(r; Z). Hence in the exact sequence above, ux is an isomorphism if 
i - kn > ucdr. So H’(ET; B) = 0 for each B if i > ucdr + kn. This proves the claim. 
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Let K be the countable complex of (i), and cp: KN-’ -+E/II the restriction of the 
homotopy equivalence K N E/T where N is as above. By the argument of [22], cp can be 
made a homotopy equivalence by attaching countably many N and N + 1 cells to K. This 
gives the required finite dimensional countable complex ~ which can be taken simplical by 
[15]. This completes the proof of 2.5. 
2.7 Proof of 2.6. r has a subgroup I, of finite index such that &(I,) < co. Hence SI, 
has the homotopy type of a countable, finite dimensional complex since I,, is countable (see 
[9]). Hence the universal cover, ET,, is a countable I,-C W complex. But Serre defines &I 
to be: 
a- = Map,(I, m,) (see C191) 
This can be identified with ni(EI,)i, the product of [I: I,] copies of ET,, one for each 
coset of I mod I,, with I acting cellularly. This is obviously a countable C W-complex. 
2.8 LEMMA. Let E he the r-space of 2.4. Then E/T is homotopy equivalent to an open set 
U of R4 for some q. 
Proof. By 2.5 E/T has the homotopy type of a countable finite dimensional complex 
which, by [ 151, can be assumed locally finite. It is therefore isomorphic to a closed simplicial 
subcomplex of Rq for some q. Any regular neighborhood of this will serve for U. 
2.8 Proof qf Theorem A. According to 2.8 there is an open set U in !R4 such that 
rrl( U) = I and the universal cover, V, has a homotopy equivalence j: Sk”-’ + V. 
Moreover I acts trivially on H,( V) and the Euler class of 
is xk + v where v is nilpotent. Since V is a C” parallelizable manifold, if q is chosen large, we 
can assume j is a C” embedding with trivial normal bundle. This gives W c V a 
codimension 0-submanifold with W z Skn-l x D” for some m. Also V may be assumed 
simply connected at a (else replace V by V x R). By [20], V-Int( W) admits a boundary 
ZV, at co and, by the h-cobordism theorem [16], we get a product: 
Skn-l x dDm x [l, co] x VUdV- Int( W). 
so V= Skn-1 x R”’ and we are done. 
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM B 
In this chapter I denotes a discrete group, with no further restrictions. 
3.1 An induction construction. 
It is well known that the induced module construction can be generalized to the case of 
an arbitrary action of a finite group on a homotopy sphere, at least. Our purpose here is to 
spell out one version of such a construction, and establish its properties. 
Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. If V is a left RH-module then 
indg(V)= RGORHV. 
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But if G is made a left H-set by means of the action map 
m:HxG-tG m(h, g) = gh- l 
then there is an isomorphism of left G modules: Map,(G, V) --+ [WC OrWH V which sends an 
H-equivariant functionfEMap,(G, V) to xgsGg @f(g). (The action of G on Map,(G, 5’) 
is given by the rule: g .f = f 0 L,-, where L,: G -+ G denotes left multiplication by y.) The 
unit sphere of [WC OWN V under a suitable G-invariant norm corresponds, under this 
isomorphism to 
{feMap,(G, v): IISII = 1) 
where II f II means ~,,Glf(s)l. 
Therefore, if S is any H-space, we form the cone of S, denoted cS, and use this to define 
the induced G-space: 
(3.1.1) indg(S) E {f~ Map,(G, cS): Ilfil = I}. 
Here llfll means xgeC If(g and ( ( is the real valued function defined on CS 
(= (I + S/U x S)) by the rule: ) (t, x)) = t. 
We now derive some elementary consequences of definition 3.1.1. 
Notice that fEindg(S) is a G-fixed point iff f is constant, ,f( G) c (cS)~ and 
if(x)1 = l/IG( for each xEG. So f- IG(f( ) f x or some x E G provides a homeomorphism: 
(3.1.2) (indg(S))’ z SH. 
If K is any subgroup of G and X is a G-space then res$(X) means X as a K-space. 
Observe that the join of n spaces is: 
+ xi= 
i 
x = (Xl, x2,. . , X,)& fi cx,: 11 x /I = 1 
1 i=t I 
Here Xi = (ti, xl) where tiG [0, 11, x~EX~, and /Ix 11 = Ci ti. Now we can get a version of 
the Mackey double coset formula: 
3.2 LEMMA. If H and K are subgroups of ajnite group G, and S is any H space, we have: 
resgindg(S) = * IndE,,,(r:res!&,,(S)) 
XEK\G/H 
where, for each x in K \ G/H, rx denotes the conjugation isomorphism K + “K = XKX- ‘, and 
H” = x- 1 Hx. 
Sketch of proof: G = u, KxH, as K-H-sets, (a disjoint union, as x ranges over K \ G/H); 
KxH zz “K x A H, as K-H-sets, where A = “K n H and K acts on “K x AH via rx. Hence, as 
K-spaces, 
resg Map, (G, cS) z fl r,* Map, (“K, resf cS). 
XEK\GJH 
Now Map, ( G, cS) = cMap, (G, S) for any G, H, S. Taking elements of norm one in the 
formula above, we get: 
resg indg (S) = * r: indiK resf (S) = * indE,.,r,*rescK,,,(S) 
XEK\G/H xeK\G/H 
as required. 
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The above formula shows immediately that: 
3.3 COROLLARY. Let S be any H-space. If H is normal subgroup of G and rz( S) is H- 
homotopy equivalent to S, for each x E G, then resgindg (S) N S * S * . . . * S (m-times), 
where m = 1 G/H 1. 
3.4 COROLLARY. If S is a free H-space of the homotopy type of a sphere of odd dimension 
then (indg( S))K is also homotopically equivalent to an odd dimensional sphere, ,for each 
subgroup K or G. 
Proof The K-fixed set of indi,,,, r,* resFK:,,, (S) is homeomorphic to: 
(resi,,. S)HnXK = SHnXK 
by 3.1.2. But: 
SHnXK= @if”KnH#l i 
S if”KnH=l 
This is an odd dimensional sphere and therefore so is the K fixed set of the join 
appearing on the right side of the Mackey formula for resg ind$ (S). 
This proves 3.4. 
We are now going to use this induction construction to show that the finiteness 
obstruction of the space E/T, constructed in Chapter 2, can be arranged to be zero. 
3.5 Dejinition. Let H be a finite normal subgroup of I-. A (f - H)-spherical fibration 
means a spherical fibration, [ = (E, n, B), such that E is a free f-space, B is a free T/H- 
complex, n is a r-map, and for each fiber F,, F,/H is a finitely dominated space. 
We say [ is trivial, if there is a I--homotopy equivalence of the form (n, 4): E + B x F 
where r acts diagonally on I3 x F, and F is a finite C W-complex on which f acts cellularly, 
so that each fixed set FK has the homotopy type of a sphere. 
3.6 LEMMA. Let 5 = (E, rt, B) be a (r - H)-spherical jbration. Assume r is virtually 
torsion,free andfor each typical fiber, E,/H is$nitely dominated space. Then n. [ is trivial for 
some integer n > 0. 
Proof The typical fiber E, is a free finitely dominated H-space. The fiber of kc is 
E,*E,*. . . *E,. 
According to [21], for some such k, the fiber of k i, say E!$, has the property that Eik)/H 
is homotopy equivalent to a finite complex. The complex E, determines a unit u E kfl( II; 72) 
= Z/l H 127 and E!$ determines ukc ek”( H; Z). If k is a multiple of the order of the group of 
units (Z/( H Ih), then u“ is invariant under all automorphisms of H. So we may as well 
assume EJH has the homotopy type of a finite complex and u is fixed by the action of 
Aut (H) on fi”( H: Z). We can also assume n is even. 
Let j: r + G be an epimorphism to a finite group G such that Ker (j) is torsion free. This 
gives an exact sequence 
O+H-+G+G/j(H)-+O 
and an action by conjugation of G on H. Viewing H as a subgroup of G, let S be a finite H- 
complex such that S/H z EJH. Set F = indg S. Then r acts on F via the epimorphism 
TOP 2*:2-8 
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j:r+Gand,asanH-spaceFrS*S*... * S (I G/H I-factors) by 3.3. Also, by 3.4, FK is a 
sphere for each finite subgroup K. If m = j G/H 1, this shows that each fiber of rn[ is H- 
homotopy equivalent to F so that there is a r-homotopy equivalence: 
mifgO = (B” x F, pl, B”) 
where B” is the O-skeleton of B. 
In general if v = kc and: 
k+ =(B”-l x F,p,,B”-‘) 
for some n > 1, and some F as in 3.4, the obstructions to extending this equivalence over B” 
are homotopy classes a, in rrn _ 1 ( FH( F)) as D ranges over the n-cells of B, one for each r- 
orbit. If we replace r] by q. ye then a, is replaced by s.+ (q a,) where s: F,(F) -+ FH( Fcq)) is 
the stabilization map, and Fcq’ denotes the q-fold join (as in the proof of Proposition 2.4). 
Butforsomeq>O,q.s*= 0 (by 2.2 and 2.3 again). So for a suitable q the trivialization of 
qq = qki extends over B”. The result follows. 
In our next result we compute the relative finiteness obstruction, a,(X, A) in i’,( ZT), 
of a r-pair (X, A) such that X - A is a free r-space. It is only defined when (X, A) is r- 
dominated by a pair ( Y, B) in which Y is obtained from B by attaching finitely many free r- 
cells. It is defined as C,( - 1 )‘[ C,] where C denotes a ZT-finitely generated projective 
complex chain homotopy equivalent to the singular complex of (X, A ). Of course, when 
A = 0, it is just the ordinary finiteness obstruction of X/T. See [25] for details. 
3.7 LEMMA. Let (B, B,) and (S, So) be T-CW-pairs so that (B, B,) is a relutioelyfinitely 
dominated r-pair and S is u$nite C W-complex. Assume r,, is conjugate to Hfor all b E B - B, 
and r, is conjugate to Kfor all s E S - So. Assume r acts freely on (B - B,) x (S - So) (with 
diagonal action). Then the relative$niteness obstruction of (B, B,) x (S, So) in ko(ZT) is: 
a,((& B,) x (S, So)) = (e(S, So)lr).i,4BH, @) 
where: 
(i) a(BH, Bt) in k,(Z[N(H)/H]) is the relative finiteness obstruction of the 
N (H)/H-pair ( BH, II:), 
(ii) i .+ :K,(Z[N(H)/H])+K,(ZT) is some homomorphism, 
(iii) r = [r : K ] and, 
(iv) e(S, S,)EZ is the Euler characteristic of the pair (S, So). 
Proof: We know that: 
C( B, B,) = ind& C( BH, Bt) 
where C( BH, Bt ) denotes a finitely generated Z [N (H)/H]-projective complex chain 
homotopy equivalent to the singular complex of (P, Bff ). 
Set C, = C,( BH, L?:). 
If f is any n-cell of S - So with isotropy group K, C,( B, B,) @z (ZT .f) is a summand of 
C, + .(( B, B,) x (S, So)) and is isomorphic to: 
C,(B, B,) 8Z(Z[r/K]) = C,(B, B,) gzK zr 
= indi (resi C,( B, B, )) 
= indk resi indL(,, (C,). 
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This is a projective X-module (note that indk resk indi(,, takes free N( H)/H modules to 
free I- modules because K n H” = 1 for all x E I-). The relative finiteness obstruction of 
(B, Be) x (S, S,), denoted a,((& B,) x (S, S,)), is just 
c(- l)““[C,(B,B,)OC,(S,S,)] =c(- l)*+“[k,,ind~res~ind~(,,(C,)] 
where k, is the number of r-orbits in the set of n-cells of S relS,. So 
a,((&&) x (S,S,)) = I( - l)‘[ind~res~indf&,, WAl)( CC- W.) 
Set i = indr resr indr : k,(L[N(H)/H])+~,(Zr) and get a,((&&) x(&S,))= 
i *(a:B”, B{)).(z(S, ir);r), where r = [T: K]. This is the required result. 
3.8 COROLLARY. Let (B, B,) be as in 3.7 and let S be aJinite C W-complex on which r acts 
cellularly. Assume e( SK) = 0, for each subgroup K of r. Also assume that r acts freely on 
(B, B,) x S (diagonal action). 
Then: a(B, B,) x S) = 0. 
Proof If S, is a union of any collection of fixed sets of S, e( S,) = 0 by the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence. By induction on the number of orbit types, we can choose S, as 
the union of all but one orbit type and conclude that: a,(( B, B,) x S,) = 0. By Lemma 3.7 
however, a,((& B,) x (S, S,)) = 0. 
By additivity of projective obstructions, a,((& B,) x S) = 0. 
3.9 COROLLARY. Let r be a virtually torsionfree group. Let (B, B,) be a r-pair dominated 
by a relatively finite T-C W-pair. Assume B - B, has one orbit type. Let < = (E, rt, B) be a 
spherical jibration and rt a r-map. Assume E is a free r-space and EblFb is a finitely 
dominated space for each b E B. Then for some n > 0, the jibration n[ = (E’, n’, B) satisfies: 
ar( E’, E;,,) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose rb is conjugate to H for each b E B - B,. Then N(H) acts freely on E,~H 
and the map r x No,) (Bn, Bt ) -+ (B, B,) is a relative homeomorphism. So for any n[, 
ar(E’, E’IB,) = indf;(,,o,(,,(E’IBH, E’IB:). 
So if we replace f’ by N(H), B by BH etc., we can reduce to the case where Tb = H for each 
b E B - B, and H is a normal subgroup of T. There is a pair (B’, Bb) such that r,, = H for 
each b E B’ and a f-map j: (B’, Bb) -+ (B, B,) inducing a E-chain homotopy equivalence: 
j,: C(B’,Bb)+C(B,B,) 
and for this pair o,(E’, EIIBo) = o,(j* E’, (jlB,)*E’). (Bb is the boundary of a regular 
neighborhood of B, in B and B’ is the complement of that neighborhood). So we can further 
reduce to the case where rb = H for each bE B. But we can choose n so big that by 
lemma 3.6, nils is trivial. By replacing nc by 2n<, if necessary we conclude E’ = B x F, where 
FK is of the homotopy type of an odd sphere, for each K. Since e(FK) = 0 for each K, the 
result follows from 3.8. 
2 10 COROLLARY. Let I- be a virtually torsion free group. Let B be a simply connected 
proper r-complex. Let [ = (E, rt, B) be a spherical fibration, 7c a r-map, E a free II-space. 
Assume E,,/T, is afinitely dominated space for each b E B. Assume B isfinitely dominated by a 
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proper r-complex. there is multiple n[ (E’, rt’, such that orbit space, is 
homotopy to a complex. 
Proof: has only many orbit since it finitely dominated. B, is 
subcomplex consisting all but of these types, cr( E;so) = for suitable by 
3.9. a further if necessary can assume induction on number of 
types that E’IBo) = also. So = 0 additivity again. 
Proof of B. By Theorem 2, is a dominated r-complex. 
chapter 2 constructed a fibration i (E, 7t, so that acts freely E 
and each fiber E,/T, is finitely dominated Also E the homotopy 
of S” - ’ for some n. By 3.10, for some multiple of [, kc = (I?, d, 6r) has the property 
that or( E’) = 0. Now by 2.8, there is a free smooth r action on IFB” x Sk” - 1 such 
that E’/T N IF!“’ x Skn-‘/r, and so (~r( [w” x Sk”-i) = 0. Hence [w” x Sk”- r/r has the 
homotopy type of a finite complex by [25]. This completes the proof. 
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM C. 
Recall a group r is a PD group of dimension n if: 
ffj(r;n-)= 
i 
Oforj#n 
Zforj=n 
It follows from a result of Brown [2], that r has type FP (see the argument on p. 222, 
remark 2, of Cl]). So if I- is finitely presented, a result of Johnson and Wall, [12], implies 
that BT is a finitely dominated Poincare complex. 
4.1 PROPOSITION. Let I- be a group such that vcd( r) < GO. Let X‘be a free r complex of 
the homotopy type of S” - ‘, where n 2 2. Assume X/T is a Poincare -space. Then some 
subgroup ofjnite index in I- is a PD group. 
Proof: Let To be any torsion free subgroup of finite index in r. The projection 
X/I‘, -+ X/T is a finite covering, so X/T, is a Poincart space, and we can assume it is 
orientable by passing to a subgroup of index two if necessary. Set E, = X/T,. Since To acts 
freely on X, we get a spherical fibration: 
(4.1.1) X-E,-2BI-, 
where rr is the classifying map. 
Passing again to an index two subgroup if necessary, we can assume that 4.1.1 is an 
orientable fibration. Its Gysin exact sequence shows at once that, for any ZT, module B, if e 
is the formal dimension of the Poincare space E,, then: 
fP(r,; B) “x -H’+“(r,;B) is 
and 
K(ro; B)+-- Xn Hi+.(T,;B) is 
surjective if i > e - n + 1 
. 
mjective if i > e - n 
where x is the Euler class of 4.1.1. 
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Since cd( r,,) < co, this proves that: 
(4.1.2) H’(T,; B) = 0 = Hi(To; B) if i > e - n + 1. 
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Let [Eo] E&J&,; Z) be a fundamental class for E,. 
The Gysin sequence of 4.1.1 then shows that here is 
such that r([ IIr,]) = [E,]. It is unique since n 2 2. 
Let d = e - n + 1. The following diagram commutes: 
a class [sr,ldf,_,+ 1(ro; z) 
The first “n [ BT,]” map is an isomorphism if k - n < 0 by 4.1.2. By the five lemma, the 
second “n [ BT,]” map of (4.1.3) is an isomorphism if k - n + 1 < 0. 
Proceeding in this way, we get that: 
n[CBr,]: Hk(rO;~rO)-‘Hd-k(rO;~rO) 
is an isomorphism for all k. Since Hi(To; ZT,) = Hi(ET,; Z) and ET, is contractible, we 
conclude that: 
H%;zrO) = 
Zifk=d 
o if k f d. 
This completes the proof of 4.1. 
A converse to 4.1 is also true, but before we prove it, we need a lemma. 
4.2 LEMMA. Let r be a group with ucd( r) < cg. Let X be a jinite dimensional ,free r 
complex such that X is homotopically equivalent to S” - ‘, where n 2 2. Let Z’ = H, , (X) as 
a r module, and let XE H”(T; Z’) be the Euler class of the spherical jibration: 
x+m x,x+m 
Let u = z(x,) in I?‘(T;Z*). Then the map .u:~‘(r;B)~~‘+“(r;B’) is an isomorphismfbr 
all r modules B, where B’ = B Oz h’. In particular, either u or u2 is a unit in E?*( r; Z). 
Proof If r acts non trivially on H’, then Z’ OzjZ’ = L so that u2~fi2”( f; Z) and it is 
enough to prove that the map .u2: fi’( r; B) + I?‘+ 2n (r; B) is an isomorphism for all B. So 
it is enough to show that u2 is a unit. By a remark of K. Brown, ([3], page 64, 14.2 and f.f.) 
localization, at any prime p, of the map: 
res: E?*(T; Z) -+ l&k*(H; Z) 
(as H ranges over the finite subgroups of r) is an F-isomorphism (i.e. Ker(res(,,) consists of 
nilpotent elements and for each y~l&rfi* (H; if),,, there is an integer m > 0 so that ym is 
in the image of reso,,). Since both sides are torsion groups with bounded exponents, the map 
res itself is an F-isomorphism. So it is enough to prove that for each finite subgroup H, 
resL(u’) is a unit. But this is classical, (see [7], p. 357), since resL(u’)E I?“‘( H; Z’) 
= H2”( H; Z) is the Euler class of fibration: 
Y-+EH x,Y+BH, 
where Y= X*X E SZnml. 
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4.3 PROPOSITION. Let I- be a finitely presented group. Let X be ajinite dimensional C W 
complex such that n, (X) z r and the universal cover, 2, is homotopically equivalent to S” - ’ 
where n 2 2. Suppose a subgroup ofjinite index, To is a PD group of dimension d. Then X is a 
jinitely dominated Poincari complex. 
Proof: We use the Gysin sequence of the spherical fibration: 
X+ET x,x+m, 
with Euler class x in H”(T; Z’); let u = l(X)EE?“( r; Z’). By Lemma 4.2, ‘u: fi?‘(r; B’) + 
fii”(r, B) is an isomorphism for all B. Since vcd(r) = d, 
14: wqr; B) -+ fiyr, B) 
is surjective if q = d (see Cl], p. 278, (3.4)) and bijective if q > d. So if i 2 n + d, the Gysin 
sequence: 
Hi-n+qr; ~+--bfi(x; B) +-w(r; &Lfi-yr; 
n + d - 1 dimensional complex, unless n + d - 1 = 2. But in this case, d = 0, 
n - 1 = 2, I- is finite, periodic, and u2 E g6( r; Z) is a unit, so that r must be H/2h and X 
must be RP’, so in this case too, X is equivalent to a d + n - 1 complex. 
Now let 2 -+ X be the finite cover of X such that x1 (2) = I-,,. Replacing To by an index 
two subgroup if necessary, we can assume that 
iL~+m, 
is an orientable spherical fibration, and let [x] be the image of [ BT,] under the map in its 
Gysin sequence: 
Repeating the argument used on diagram 4.1.3, we conclude from the five lemma that: 
is an isomorphism for all i. Hence X is a Poincart space of formal dimension n + d - 1. 
The proof that X is also Poincare is folklore, but we give it for the reader’s convenience. 
We shall assume henceforth that X is a d + n - 1 complex. For each cell (T of dimension 
d + n - 1 in X choose a cell 5 in 2 over 0. Without loss of generality, we may assume To is 
normal in r, and set G = T/To. G acts on H, (x), and: 
g.[x] = w(g)[_%J for all g in G, 
whereo:G~(+1,-1)issomehomomorphism.SinceH,+~_,(~)=Z,+~_,(~)we 
can write [X] as: 
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for some integers ~1,. Let Z’ = H d + n _ 1 (X) as a G-module. This is also a I- module via the 
epimorphism l- + G, and the chain 
satisfies: TV = [%I. It follows that p is a cycle since [_%I is. But then the maps: 
are identical. 
This proves X is a Poincart space with fundamental class ,u. Finally, to prove X is 
finitely dominated, recall that BT, is finitely dominated by the remarks at the beginning of 
chapter 4. Since x” is homotopy equivalent to S”- ‘, it follows that _% N ET, x .,% is also 
finitely dominated. The results of Wall ([22]), then imply at once that X is finitely 
dominated. (2 is dominated by a finite m-complex, and dim(X) = IZ, so X satisfies D(q) 
and F(q) for q = max (m, n); so by Th. F of [22], X is dominated by a finite q-complex). 
This completes the proof of 4.3. 
4.4 Proof of Theorem C. (i) implies (ii): This is an immediate consequence of Pro- 
position 4.1. (ii) implies (i): According to Theorem B, there is a finite complex X such that 
7r1 (X) = r and the universal cover X is homotopically equivalent to S” - ’ for some n > 2. 
By Proposition 4.3, X is a Poincark complex. 
APPENDIX 
To show that we have really proved something new in Theorem A, and have not simply reproved 
the result of [l I], we show here that there are many groups r for which I?*( r; Z) is periodic, but 
which admit no exact sequence as in 1.8.1. 
Claim. Let r be a group such that ~cd( I-) < m and fi*( r; Z) is periodic. Let p be an odd prime. If 
for some finite p-subgroup H of r, the group N,( H)/Z,( H) (normalizer over centralizer) has p- 
torsion, then r admits no exact sequence as in 1.8.1. 
The proof is as follows. For any exact sequence as in 1.8.1, we get a surjection j: r + G which 
restricts to an injection H + G. This induces an injective map: 
%-(H)IZ,-(HI + NG(j(H))l&(j(H)). 
Hence this last group has p-torsion. Therefore some p-subgroup of G contains and normalizes, but 
does not centralize j( H). Since all p-subgroups of G must be cyclic (because G is periodic and p > 2), 
this is a contradiction. 
For example, consider r = (Z/p’Z)xL where Z acts on Z/p2Z via a surjective map 
Z --t Aut( Z/p’Z), p an odd prime. The claim shows that I- admits no exact sequence as in 1.8.1, yet 
l?*( r; Z) is obviously periodic because all the finite subgroups of r are cyclic. 
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